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Abstract—This paper concerns speculative query execution support for RDBMS based on the dynamic analysis of input (user) query stream. A middleware called the Speculative Layer is presented. Based on a specific multigraph representation of groups of consecutive input queries, called the Speculation Window, the Speculative Layer generates speculative queries for look-ahead execution. These speculatively obtained results are then used while executing user queries. This paper shortly presents the structure of the Speculative Layer and the adopted graph modelling method. Then, a new strategy of queries in the Speculation Window is introduced. Depending on the availability of executed speculative query results we allow order of user queries in the Speculation Window changes. If a user query was to be executed without the speculative support, we prefer to delay its execution in favour of one of the consecutive user queries, expecting that speculative results obtained in the nearest future will be useful for the delayed query. The experimental results presented in a multithreaded environment, cooperating with a SQLite database, show that the proposed strategy reduces the number of user queries executed without the speculative results. Additional series of experiments verifies that the certain parameters describing the speculative support system, like Speculation Window size, are properly chosen.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPECULATIVE Parallelization, sometimes called Opti-
mistic Parallelization[1] is a technique which allows par-
allel execution of code fragments that were originally intended for a sequential run. To ensure correctness, speculative results must be verified to avoid dependence violations. In such case a violating thread and its results are usually discarded and restarted with updated data [7][8][9]. The practical use of the speculative approach in relational databases usually supports single queries, ranked queries [14] or transactions (speculative transaction protocols) [12][13] by performing some anticipated, potentially useful operations or subqueries out of its standard order [10] or in advance based on received earlier tips [11]. There are also papers, like [15][16], which focus on multiple query optimization although without the concept of the speculative execution.

Graph structures often used as a formalism helping represent and analyse queries are very popular as they naturally represent and model entities and their relationships [17][18]. It should be noted that none of the described above optimization methods aims at speculative support which covers need of many future queries at a time. Saving the results obtained speculatively reminds caching methods [19][20][21][22], but instead of history based methods we prefer to analyse queries which are waiting for execution in the nearest future and support them with data prepared in advance. The speculative execution model we introduced in our previous papers [2][3][5][6] focuses on parallelised speculative support for execution of input (user) query streams. It includes a multi-
threaded middleware called the Speculative Layer, which is situated between user applications and the RDBMS. The aim of the Speculative Layer is to choose and execute speculative queries. These speculative results stored in the main memory structures called Speculative DB constitute quick access data set available while executing user queries. The process of choosing speculative queries to be executed is called the Speculative Analysis. The Speculative Analysis is performed continuously for groups of consecutive user queries called the Speculation Window (SW). For each Speculation Window a specific graph representations of each user query are created, which are then combined into one multigraph according to the defined set of rules.

The Speculation Window (SW) moves over the user query queue by one query. So far, for each SW, the first in order user query was executed nonspeculatively with or without the use of speculative results. In this paper we propose a new strategy for a nonspeculative query execution which is dependent on the availability of the speculative results. If a first query in the SW would have to be executed without speculative results we allow to replace it with a next query in the SW which has at least one executed speculative query assigned. We assume that one of the speculative results obtained in the nearest future will be useful for the delayed query. Speculation Window moves after the execution of the nonspeculative query and we repeat the attempt to execute the first user query nonspeculatively.

The remaining text of the paper is composed of 3 parts. In the first part a general structure of the Speculative Layer is presented. We describe rules for query graphs creation and the process of Speculative Analysis resulting in optimally defined set of speculative queries ready for use. Section III describes the new strategy for the nonspeculative query execution. Section IV contains results of two series of experiments. First series of experiments presents effectiveness comparison between the Speculative Layer execution with old and new strategies for the nonspeculative query execution. The second series of experiments verifies the validity of the parameter
II. The Speculative Layer

Fast evolution of online activities induced development of database applications with the specific characteristics. These applications are intensively used as products browsing tools and thus execute many queries of a specific structure. Such queries are created by shop users who define search criteria, directly influencing attributes and conditions in the SELECT and WHERE query clauses. Therefore, the consecutive queries contain some common constituent operations, whose results, if executed speculatively can be used many times. The above observations were an inspiration to propose a dynamic speculative support for execution of SQL user queries. This model is implemented as an additional multithreaded middleware called the Speculative Layer and is located between user database applications and the RDBMS. The stream of user queries forms a queue which is continuously analysed by the Speculative Layer. The analysis (Speculative Analysis) is performed for the consecutive user queries grouped in a structure called the Speculation Window (SW) which slides on the query stream. Each user query is represented by its query graph created with a set of defined rules. Then, the single query representations for each Speculation Window are merged together to create a joint representation of the whole query group in the form of query Multigraph ($Q_M$).

The Speculative Layer is implemented to support and analyse CQAC (Conjunctive Queries with Arithmetic Comparisons) queries with functionality extended by two more allowed operators: IN for value sets and LIKE for strings comparisons. Additionally we allow a nested query in a WHERE clause returning a value for the attribute condition (...WHERE...attribute operator (SELECT...FROM...WHERE...)).

The aim of the Speculative Analysis process is to identify some common constituent operations in user queries which are then used to generate new queries, called the Speculative Queries. For this, an extended version of $Q_M$ is created called Speculative Query Multigraph ($SQ_M$). It contains speculative edges which are a special type of edges which mark potential speculative queries. Based on the speculation result we introduce two types of speculative queries: Speculative Parameter or Speculative Data Queries. As there is allowed possibility of the modifying query occurrence in the query stream, and thus in the Speculation Window, we introduce additional type of speculative edges called Speculative State. Details of the strategy for modifying query handling process can be found in [6]. Fig.1 presents the $SQ_M$ created for the following component queries:

(Q1) $\text{SELECT } A_{1,2} , A_{1,3} \text{ FROM } R_1 \text{ WHERE } A_{1,2} = 4$

(Q2) $\text{SELECT } A_{2,2} , A_{2,3} , A_{1,3} \text{ FROM } R_1 , R_2 \text{ WHERE } A_{1,4} = A_{2,1} \text{ AND } A_{2,2} > 7$

(Q3) $\text{SELECT } A_{1,2} , A_{2,2} \text{ FROM } R_1 , R_2 \text{ WHERE } A_{1,4} = A_{1,2} \text{ AND } A_{1,3} \text{ LIKE } 'g%xx%' \text{ AND } A_{2,2} < 2$

(Q4) $\text{SELECT } A_{2,2} , A_{2,3} \text{ FROM } R_2 \text{ WHERE } A_{2,2} > 5$

It has also Speculative Data edges inserted (red stripped lines) which represent one of 5 possible speculative queries to be executed for this SW: (sq1) $\text{SELECT } A_{2,1} , A_{2,2} , A_{2,3} \text{ FROM } R_2 \text{ WHERE } A_{2,2} > 5$. Such speculative query results, if executed, can be used while executing two user queries from this SW: $Q_2$ and $Q_4$.

Chosen speculative queries are executed in parallel with the original user queries and its results are stored in a dedicated RAM memory database structure called the Speculative DB. The data from the Speculative DB is ready to be used during execution of input user queries, called nonspeculative queries, minimizing disk database reads.

The original user query executed for each Speculation Window (so far it was always the first query in the SW) is called the nonspeculative query. If there are executed speculative queries assigned to the nonspeculative query it is transformed to use them, otherwise it is executed without the speculative support. Each user query can be executed with the use of the speculative results prepared for each relation present in its FROM clause. More details about algorithms implemented for query graph manipulation and strategies of multiple speculative queries results combining for the execution of one user query can be found in [4] and [3]. After the nonspeculative query’s results are returned to the user, the SW moves by one query. As a result, the representation of the executed user query in the $Q_M$ is replaced by the representation of the next user query from the queue, which just entered the Speculation Window. The SW move is followed by the aforementioned Speculative Analysis process to generate a new group of speculative queries for execution. Described operational scheme is repeated until there are user queries waiting for execution.

Based on previous experiments presented in [2] the Speculation Window size was set to 5 and the number of active threads for each SW was set to 3 (bigger SW or more...
threads didn’t provide further improvement in user queries execution). One thread is always dedicated to the execution of the nonspeculative user query, so the remaining two threads can execute chosen Speculative Queries. From the group of awaiting Speculative Queries generated in the process of the $Q_M$ Speculative Analysis, two of them can be chosen for execution. The highest execution priority is always assigned to speculative queries which can be used by the highest number of user queries. Additionally, we consider values of two defined size reduction metrics for speculative queries - Vertical and Horizontal Selectivity (for definition see [5]). As we want to avoid creating full copies of database relations in the RAM memory we look for speculative queries with possibly low values of these metrics. If it was not possible for a particular Speculation Window to choose a new speculative query for execution, the speculative thread would report a nojob status for this SW. Executed Speculative Queries are registered on the list and assigned to user queries which can then use their results.

III. A new strategy for the SW execution

The old execution strategy for the Speculation Window (SW) was fixed, id est. the nonspeculative query was always the first query in the SW. This way, we kept the execution order of user queries risking that for some of them the speculative results might not be ready yet.

New strategy allows the nonspeculative query not to be the first one in the SW. If the first query in the SW would be executed without the use of the speculative results, then a next query in the SW which can be executed with already obtained speculative query results is executed nonspeculatively. This way, the speculative algorithm has a chance to prepare and execute new speculative query/queries whose results will be beneficial for the delayed user query. The expected execution time reduction provided by the use of the speculative results should outweigh the potential execution delay.

Such situation is presented in Fig. 2. We can see a Speculation Window containing 5 user queries ($Q_2$-$Q_6$). Below each blue user query square, there are orange circles containing ids of the executed speculative queries assigned to a particular user query for the potential use. The first query in the SW has no executed speculative queries assigned (no circles below). Thus, we look for the next query in the SW which could be executed with the use of the speculative results. The $Q_3$ user query is then executed nonspeculatively with the use of one of two assigned speculative queries (in certain cases it is possible to use more than one speculative result for one user query). Then SW moves, the nonexecuted $Q_2$ remains in it, while the $Q_3$ is replaced by the next query from the user query queue.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Test Environment and Queries

The Speculative Layer is implemented in C++ with the multithreaded execution with the Pthread library. The SQLite 3.8.11.1 engine is used as a database management system. For the experiments we used the database structure and data (8 relations, 1GB data) from the well known database benchmark TPC-H [23]. Additionally, a set of 8 Query Templates was prepared and used to generate 3 sets of 1000 input queries each, with random values used in the attribute conditions in WHERE clauses. Structures of the T1-T8 templates are listed below with the following notation: TemplateId:RelationName(number of WHERE conditions referring to its attributes,...RelationName(number of WHERE conditions...)

T1: LINEITEM(1 with a nested query)
T2: LINEITEM(4), PART(2)
T3: PART(3), PARTSUPP(1)
T4: LINEITEM(4), ORDERS(3), CUSTOMER(1)
T5: LINEITEM(3), PART(4), PARTSUPP(1)
T6: LINEITEM(3), ORDERS(1), CUSTOMER(1), PART(2)
T7: LINEITEM(3), ORDERS(1), CUSTOMER(1), PART(2), PARTSUPP(1)
T8: UPDATE ORDERS

Templates T2-T7 are Select query templates which join from two to five database relations. Template T1 refers to one relation but includes a nested query in its WHERE clause. T8 represents modifying queries. Each test queries set contains approximately 4% of modifying queries and 96% of select queries with the same density for each of T1-T7 templates.

B. A New Nonspeculative Query Execution Strategy

First, we have compared how the new nonspeculative query execution strategy for the Speculation Window affects the execution of user queries. For this, we compare the results obtained with the old execution strategy (nonspeculative query is always the first one in the SW) with the new strategy (nonspeculative query is the first query in the SW which can use already obtained speculative query results). The experiment was conducted for the Speculation Window size=5 and 3 active threads. Fig.3 presents average execution times obtained for each query template depending on how many speculative query results were used (from 0-red bars to 3-yellow bars speculative queries results for one user query). We can see that each speculative query used, provides further reduction in the user query execution time. The highest speedups are obtained for T5 and T7 templates. These user queries have considerably longer execution times if executed without the speculative support (approximately 163 and 181 sec.). With
three speculative queries results used (one speculative query for each relation appearing in a query) we managed to significantly reduce their execution times (up to 9 times shorter). For the remaining templates the average time reduction is approximately 2 times. We have next studied how the new strategy influenced the general numbers of queries executed with or without the speculative support. The new strategy reduced the number of user queries executed without the use of the speculative result from approximately 113 to 57 (for 1000 user queries), which is almost two times less. The query order change (i.e., as a nonspeculative query was executed a user query not being the first in the SW), was reported 132 times and concerned 58 user queries. The maximal delay of the first query in the Speculation Window execution was 4, with average delay for the whole set equal 2.59.

C. Speculation Window Size

As the implementation of the new strategy for the nonspeculative query choice provided considerable reduction in the number of user queries executed without the speculative support, we decided to run a new series of experiments to verify, if the Speculation Window (SW) size change can provide any further benefits. Table 1 presents the results we obtained for the SW sizes from 5 to 15. The size of the SW equals the number of user queries used to form a Query Multigraph. We can see that with the growing size of the SW, the number of nojob reports is also growing significantly, up to 232 for the SW size=15. The reason for this is that with bigger Speculation Windows (and bigger multigraphs) sizes, each SW move is still replacing only one user query in the multigraph structure. Such structure change is not enough to generate new and unique speculative queries for execution. Thus we can see, that the total number of executed speculative queries for the test set is actually decreasing. Even though each executed speculative query is assigned to more user queries for potential use (on average 1.98 for SW size 5 to 3.56 for SW size 15) it doesn’t influence (preferably reduce) the number of user queries executed without the speculative support. The reduced number of queries obtained for SW=5 decreases further for SW size 6 to reach an average value around 33 for bigger Speculation Windows.

Four bottom rows of Table 1 present results characteristic for the new strategy of nonspeculative query execution. We can see that the number of the user queries whose execution were delayed due to missing speculative query results, varies around 60 and doesn’t seem to be dependent on the SW size. However, the bigger SW gets, the execution delay of such queries grows up to 13 steps for the SW size 15, which is not an advantageous feature. Too long delays would require a new mechanism preventing query starvation, when the waiting time predominate the potential benefits from using the speculative query results.

D. Modifying Queries

In Section IV(A), it was said that the query test sets contained approximately 4% of modifying queries. Since the modifying query enters the Speculation Window until it reaches its head and is executed as a nonspeculative query, it endangers all speculative queries to be executed on invalid data. Just after the execution of a modifying query a validation process is executed for the queries marked with the Speculative State. The aim of that process is to save (positive validation) as many speculative results as possible from being deleted. For the execution of the whole query test set with the old strategy an approximate number of 40 speculative results (for 1000 user queries) were saved from being deleted and 22 had to be deleted due to negative validation. Experiments show, that the new strategy for the nonspeculative query execution doesn’t interfere with the strategy for the modifying query handling presented in [6]. For the SW size 5 numbers of deleted and saved queries remains almost unchanged. With the growing size of the Speculation Window the number of deleted speculative results grows slowly to reach an approximate value of 36 queries for the SW size 15. The number of queries endangered with invalid data and saved from being deleted grows faster and reaches an approximate value of 130 for the biggest SW, which in general doesn’t seem to have a negative influence on the speculative execution.

V. Conclusion

The paper describes a new strategy for the nonspeculative query execution in the speculative query execution support system called the Speculative Layer. We now allow to change the order of user queries execution, if the first query in the Speculation Window would have to be executed without the use of the speculative results. The first series of experimental results for the test database and three sets of 1000 input queries each, reduced the number of user queries executed without the use of the speculative results by approximately 50%, thus in general, almost 95% of user queries were executed with the use of at least one speculative query results. The proposed speculative support provides the query average execution time reduction up to 9 times for long running queries.
(approximately 2 times for the whole test set). The execution order change was reported for approximately 58 queries, with the maximal execution delay of 4 queries (average delay 2.59). With the second series of experiments we have proved that the SW size equal 5 is a good choice. Changes in the SW size provided minor changes in the number of queries executed with the use of the speculative results. On the other hand, the average delay of a nonspeculative query execution, grew for the bigger SWs from 2.59 to 6.09.

Further work will focus on the development of an even more flexible user query execution strategy for a Speculation Window. A concept of a Variable Shift Speculation Window will be considered, which includes more than one user query executed as a nonspeculative query for each SW, depending on the available speculative results.
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